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Abstract—DNS root servers are the starting point of most DNS queries. To ensure their security and stability, multiple anycast
instances are operated worldwide, and new root instances have been rapidly deployed in recent years. Apart from authorized instances
managed by Root Server System, some networks equip unauthorized instances to hijack queries from clients. Despite various root
instances handling queries within their residing networks, few studies have focused on the deployment issues of these instances.

In this paper, we provide the first study to reveal the deployment issues of root instances from a nationwide view. With the support
of 7,860 vantage points, we utilized a suite of methodologies to identify the deployment of unauthorized instances. 54 vantage points
witnessed the evidence of unauthorized instances, and 70.4% of them further observed security issues of unauthorized instances,
including DoS, unavailability of DNSSEC validation, and vulnerable DNS software. Additionally, we utilized the side-channel information
of censorship mechanisms to measure the catchment area of authorized instances. We found that most authorized instances in the
Chinese mainland serve with limited catchment areas due to restricted BGP policies. Through discussions with ISPs and network
operators, we make recommendations to improve the deployment status of different root instances.
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1 INTRODUCTION

DOMAIN Name System (DNS), a cornerstone of Internet
infrastructure, not only enables maps from domains

to IP addresses but also anchors modern security mech-
anisms [2], [3], [4], [5]. Recent studies have uncovered
that adversaries can exploit DNS to acquire fraudulent CA
certificates, thereby compromising upper-layer services [6],
[7], [8], [9]. Also, historical DNS outages have been demon-
strated to cause widespread interruption of internet ser-
vices [10], [11]. Given these risks, ensuring the security and
stability of DNS is significant for global Internet operations.

As the starting point of the whole domain space, the
DNS root takes control of resolving the vast majority of
domain names. To resist denial-of-service (DoS) attacks
and improve stability, each of the 13 DNS root servers is
deployed using anycast with multiple root server instances
that act collectively behind a shared IP addresses [12]. A
query toward the DNS root server is routed to one root
instance, preferably the closest to its origin [13]. Recently,
root instances have been deployed rapidly to provide faster
and more reliable service [14]. At the time of writing, 1,627
root instances are deployed worldwide, which is 57.5% more
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compared to the number three years ago [15].
Depending on routing policies, multiple types of root

instances are operating on the Internet. DNS Root Server
System (RSS) comprises both global and local root instances.
Global instances should provide service to worldwide users
since their route advertisement can spread throughout the
Internet [15], [16]. By contrast, local instances only serve
a limited range of networks due to the limited BGP pol-
icy [13], [15], [17]. Apart from the authorized root instances
mentioned before, network operators may also establish
unauthorized root instances that are set up outside RSS and
can hijack root queries within the networks they reside in.

Unauthorized instances can lead to severe security risks
and operational issues [9], [18]. As unauthorized instances
control the whole DNS namespace, they have the capability
to manipulate the resolution of arbitrary domain names. By
manipulating DNS resolution, they can further manipulate
the subsequent traffic (e.g., web and email traffic). Unautho-
rized instances can also disrupt security mechanisms such as
DNSSEC, which ensures data integrity and authentication
during DNS resolution. Moreover, due to the lack of super-
vision from RSS, some unauthorized instances may suffer
from poor maintenance. The operational issues, such as uti-
lizing vulnerable software, can cause severe consequences.
Research gap. The deployment of diverse root instances sig-
nificantly affects the security of domain resolutions within
their serving networks. Given the significance, though, few
existing studies have investigated the deployment issue of
these instances. Some research papers have focused on mea-
suring the latency [19], [20], [21] and the health status [22],
[23], [24] in the scope of root servers (e.g., measuring the
global-wide latency to A-Root). However, there is still a
lack of insights into an individual root instance (e.g., the
catchment area of a specified A-Root instance). Besides,
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previous studies have only discovered a few unauthorized
instances [9], [25] but have not explored the security issues
caused by these instances.
Our study. To fill the research gap, we try to answer four
research questions about deployment issues associated with
two types of root instances. Regarding unauthorized instances:
① Which network deploys them? ② What security issues do
they cause? Regarding authorized instances: ③ Why do they
not serve some nearby networks? ④ How do they absorb
queries from nearby recursive resolvers? We believe that
seeking answers to the above questions can help improve
the security and robustness of root instances.

Answering the above questions is not straightforward
and requires addressing three main challenges. First, analyz-
ing unauthorized instances is challenging with supervised
learning since ground truth is not available. This challenge is
partly due to DNS specifications [18], [26], [27], [28], [29] that
strictly prohibit the manipulations of security mechanisms
or the zone files of the DNS root servers. As a result,
to our knowledge, there have been no announcements of
unauthorized instance deployments, which can be utilized
as ground truth. Second, we need to locate the exact root
instance sharing the same anycast IP address. This is not
trivial work since information such as hosting networks
and peering ASes of root instances is private. Eight years
ago, a study targeted B-Root, which did not activate
anycast at that time [9]. However, we cannot reuse this
method since all root servers have been deployed using
anycast [30]. Third, no out-of-box solution provides vantage
points satisfying the requirements of this study. Specifically,
our vantage points require sending special DNS queries
to identify manipulations that remain transparent to users.
Also, they should cover a wide range of geolocations and
ISPs to detect cases where an unauthorized instance exclu-
sively manipulates resolutions within a specified network.
Most proxy services and measurement platforms utilized by
previous studies do not satisfy our requirements [9], [31],
[32].

In this study, we utilized a suite of novel methodologies
and conducted a comprehensive measurement to reveal the
deployment issues of root instances. As a first step for-
ward, we performed a case study in the Chinese mainland1,
an understudied region with a large Internet population.
To support our research, we developed a measurement
platform from scratch and collected 7,860 vantage points
from 17 commercial proxy vendors supporting forward-
ing special DNS queries. Utilizing our measurement plat-
form, we first identified the deployment of unauthorized
instances by conducting DNS traceroute and requesting
server identifiers (R.Q. ①). Furthermore, we examined the
integrity and timeliness of the root zone file, along with
the availability of DNSSEC validation, to uncover security
issues of observed unauthorized instances (R.Q. ②). Tak-
ing advantage of the side-channel information from DNS
censorship mechanisms, we then measured the catchment
area of authorized instances in the Chinese mainland. We
shed light on the reason behind the restricted catchment
area (R.Q. ③). Besides, we investigated how root instances

1. Due to different network policies, we excluded Hong Kong, Macao,
and Taiwan from the scope of our study.

impact the root server selection of resolvers and further
absorb the queries from nearby resolvers through software
analysis and measurement from the perspective of resolvers
(R.Q. ④).
Our findings. Our study reveals security and stability issues
arising from the current deployment of root server instances
in the Chinese mainland.

We first proved that the unauthorized instances de-
ployed in the Chinese mainland can cause severe security
issues. Overall, 54 vantage points reported evidence of de-
ploying unauthorized instances, including both stable unau-
thorized instances and instances exhibiting random behav-
iors of root manipulation. 70.4% of them further observed
the security issues of the unauthorized instances. In the net-
work of China Telecom (Zunyi City), we observed unautho-
rized instances that failed to resolve all tested domain names
and facilitated DoS issues. Besides, DNSSEC validation,
which provided integrity checking and authentication, was
unavailable to 48.1% of vantage points served by unautho-
rized instances. We also discovered that the unauthorized
instances in CERNET [33] (China Education and Research
Network) equipped vulnerable software and outdated root
zone files. Even worse, such a vulnerable DNS software was
released ten years ago and could be affected by 100 CVE
vulnerabilities. As a point of comparison, our experiment
did not observe security issues, including DoS attacks, use
of vulnerable software, or outdated zones, among the 5,489
vantage points served by authorized instances.

We then uncovered that some authorized instances in the
Chinese mainland served in limited catchment areas, even
if they were global instances, and should serve the whole
Internet. In particular, our results show that some autho-
rized instances were not accessible from major ISP networks
due to the limitation of BGP routing policies. For example,
an I-Root global instance in Beijing cannot be accessed
from all major commercial ISP networks in the Chinese
mainland. Consequently, the majority of queries toward root
servers would turn to overseas root instances despite closer
domestic root instances operating in the Chinese mainland.
Besides, we confirmed that deploying authorized instances
in domestic contributed to lowering the latency of their
corresponding root server, and algorithms of DNS software
would thus prefer such a root server. As a result, the
domestic instances can further absorb queries from nearby
recursive resolvers. This result provides a guideline for the
future deployment of authorized instances.

Through in-depth discussions with ISPs and network
operators, we make recommendations for multiple parties
to help improve the practical effect of root instances. We
also make our artifacts publicly available, including tools,
measurement data, and a technical report of analyzed DNS
software. 2

Our contributions.
• We provided a suite of novel methodologies and con-

ducted an in-depth case study in China to detect the
deployment issues of root server instances.

• We shed light on the security issues of unauthorized
instances, including DoS, unavailability of DNSSEC

2. Our artifacts are available at https://github.com/zhangshanfen9/
idiori
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validation, and vulnerable DNS software.
• We revealed that even global authorized instances can

serve limited catchment areas due to the restriction of
BGP policies.

2 BACKGROUND

This section provides background information about DNS
root server system, unauthorized root server instances, and
nation-scale DNS manipulation.

2.1 DNS Root Server System (RSS)

DNS Root Server and Root Instance. DNS namespace is
organized as a hierarchical structure, and DNS root servers
provide eventual access to the whole domain space. Specifi-
cally, a DNS resolution process typically starts when a client
requests a recursive resolver to resolve a domain (e.g., ex-
ample.com.). Following the hierarchical structure of domain
name space, the recursive resolver turns to query a root
server (.), the top-level domain (TLD) server (com.), and the
authoritative server (example.com.), respectively [34]. Due to
early payload size limits, there are only 13 root servers in the
RSS [35], which are named by A-Root through M-Root. The
12 Root Server Operators (RSO) administer 13 root servers
(Verisign operates two identities for historical reasons). All
root servers in the RSS serve one individual copy of the DNS
root zone managed by IANA [36].

To resist DoS attacks and improve the stability of DNS,
the current deployment of root servers relies on anycast [12],
which enables multiple root instances to operate behind an
IP address of a root server collectively. As a result, a query
toward a root server can be routed to a nearby root instance
among a group of instances sharing the same IP address. At
the time of writing, RSS is operating 1,627 instances in the
world [15]. In the Chinese mainland, 24 instances have been
deployed, and Table 1 shows their locations [15].

TABLE 1
Root server instances deployed in the Chinese mainland.

Root Global Local Location

A 1 0 Beijing
F 0 4 Beijing, Chongqing, Hangzhou, Xining
I 1 0 Beijing
J 2 0 Beijing, Hangzhou
K 0 3 Beijing, Guangzhou, Guiyang

L 13 0 Beijing(4), Changsha, Haikou, Shanghai,
Wuhan(2), Xining(2), Zhengzhou(2)

Total 17 7

Catchment Area of a Root Instance. RSS includes both
global and local root instances, which vary in accessibility
across different networks [15]. Specifically, the route adver-
tisement of a local instance is limited to nearby networks,
with the catchment area restricted to the hosting ASes or the
boundaries of the BGP confederation [13], [17]. However,
a global instance should serve the entire Internet. This
is because its route advertisement is permitted to spread
throughout the Internet, and any router on the Internet
could know the path to that instance [15], [16]. As presented
in Table 1, the Chinese mainland hosts 17 global and seven
local instances.

ISP network

Domestic

RSS

Oversea
Host

Router

Authorized instance

Unauthorized instance
Normal resolution
Manipulated resolution

Fig. 1. Threat model of unauthorized instances.

2.2 Security Risks of Unauthorized Root Instances
Except for authorized instances operated by RSS, some
networks may host unauthorized instances that manipulate
DNS queries toward root servers. A depiction of the threat
model is shown in Figure 1. Typically, DNS queries toward
a root server should be directed to an authorized instance
belonging to the RSS, both in cases where the instances
are domestic or overseas. However, some network (e.g., an
ISP network) operators may deploy unauthorized instances
within their networks. By injecting forged DNS responses
or manipulating IP routing, such unauthorized instances
respond to the queries toward root servers and further
control the entire DNS namespace of users within their
catchment area.

Unauthorized instances may pose serious security risks.
ICANN RSSAC (Root Server System Advisory Commit-
tee) [18] has discussed the potential security risks of rogue
root server operators. Precisely, such operators may arbi-
trarily manipulate the response data in DNS root zone,
which controls resolutions of all domain names. Conse-
quently, they can block access to any website by disrupting
the corresponding domain resolution and even redirect the
subsequent traffic (e.g., web and email traffic) [9]. Such
attacks can even circumvent the security mechanisms de-
signed for upper-layer applications. For instance, through
DNS hijacking or manipulation, attackers are capable of
acquiring fraudulent HTTPS certificates, as proven in pre-
vious studies [6], [7], [8]. Then, attackers can further bypass
a series of defense mechanisms for web services, including
the Same Origin Policy [37], [38] and HTTP Strict Transport
Security (HSTS) [39], thereby simplifying attacks such as
web phishing. Alternatively, rogue root server operators
can also hinder the requests for DNSSEC validation [40],
which ensures data integrity and authentication in a domain
resolution process. Although it is unlikely for an official root
server operator to engage in rogue behavior, the operator of
unauthorized instances that fall outside the restriction of
RSS, is more likely to pose the above negative impact.

Also, deploying unauthorized instances violates the re-
quirement of a unique DNS root and could cause opera-
tional issues [41]. Generally, the root server operators ensure
the coordination of updates on all authorized instances.
Such updates include the latest DNS software and zone
file to protect against known vulnerabilities and potential
outages. However, this is not the case for operators of
unauthorized instances. Some unauthorized instances may
be in poor maintenance and cause operational issues, such
as utilizing vulnerable DNS software or failing to serve.

In this study, we conducted an in-depth analysis of
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unauthorized instances and confirmed the real-world security
issues posed by unauthorized instances. The identified security
issues include DoS, unavailability of DNSSEC validation,
and vulnerable DNS software (Section 4).

2.3 Nation-scale DNS Manipulation
Some countries enable DNS censorship and perform nation-
scale DNS manipulation since DNS lacks data integrity and
authentication. Previous studies have demonstrated that
countries (e.g., China [42], [43], [44], [45], Russia [46], [47],
India [48], Pakistan [49], and Italy [50]) deploying DNS
censorship share a large proportion of the world population.

One efficient censorship approach is censoring at the
choke points of the network topology. Such choke points
are located at the border of a network (e.g., the network of
an ISP or even a country). Once detecting a DNS request
for a censored domain crossing the border, the censorship
system immediately injects a forged response (e.g., with a
blackhole IP address), which prevents the client from the
legitimate answer [45], [51], [52]. In this study, we observed
that such a censorship mechanism was widely deployed and
coincidentally provided side-channel information to distin-
guish whether DNS queries cross the border of a network.
Such a characteristic can further help us infer the catchment
area of root instances (Section 5).

3 VANTAGE POINT

In this section, we introduce the challenges of collecting
vantage points to support our study. Subsequently, we elab-
orate on our approach to addressing the challenges, which
involves developing a measurement platform for vantage
point collection.
Challenge. Our study targets root instances serving diverse
catchment areas and explores the associated security issues.
To this end, we need to tackle three challenges:

(1) Collecting vantage points with the capability of sending
special DNS packets. To conduct our measurement methods
(Section 4.1 and 5.1), vantage points are expected to probe
with special DNS packets. In particular, they should support
DNS queries with a modified TTL field to conduct DNS
traceroute. Moreover, the requests for server identifiers and
DNSSEC require the support of EDNS0 [53].

(2) Collecting vantage points with wide geographical cover-
age. Previous studies have shown that the scope of DNS
manipulation can be highly related to the region [9], [54].
Moreover, the situation can be more complex in China
since ISPs manage their networks at the provincial level,
leading to potential variations in network policies across
provinces. Consequently, wide geographical coverage of
vantage points is necessary to uncover geo-distributed
unauthorized instances.

(3) Ensuring vantage points are representative of real traffic.
A main challenge in our study was collecting real DNS
traffic from vantage points. Previous studies have revealed
that vantage points may not be representative of real traffic.
Specifically, vantage points may suffer from DNS hijack-
ing (e.g., NXDOMAIN rewriting by a middlebox) [55], [56],
thereby producing false-positive results. Some traffic ma-
nipulation can even affect traffic for upper-layer applica-
tions (e.g., web traffic) [57], [58], [59]. Also, the locations

…

Scheduler

…

City

Measurement Clients …Exit Nodes

City

DNS Root 
Instances

…
Fig. 2. Architecture of our measurement platform.

advertised by vendors cannot be relied on and may lead to
skewed results [60], [61].

To our knowledge, no out-of-box solution fulfills the
requirements of this research. Previous studies [9], [31], [32]
utilized proxy networks (e.g., ProxyRack [62]) and measure-
ment platforms (e.g., RIPE Atlas [63]) to collect vantage
points. However, their vantage points suffer from poor
geographical coverage in China and a lack of supporting
special DNS queries. For instance, RIPE Atlas [63] maintains
only 67 vantage points in China and does not provide DNS
traceroute functionality.
Our solution. To tackle the above challenges, we collected
vantage points from VPN vendors. Specifically, we selected
17 commercial VPN vendors in China and utilized their
proxy services to collect vantage points. To set up proxy
services, such vendors organize both dedicated servers in
data centers and end-user devices as their exit nodes, cov-
ering all provinces and major ISPs in the Chinese mainland.
Also, they allow customers to access the exit nodes through
L2TP [64] and PPTP [65], which are VPN protocols sup-
porting forwarding special DNS queries. As a result, the
exit nodes of VPN services satisfied our requirements for
vantage points.

We built a measurement platform with a distributed
architecture from scratch to ensure efficient measurement,
as shown in Figure 2. Specifically, we equipped 50 measure-
ment clients for our platform. Each measurement client was
an independent machine running an operational system.
Under the control of the scheduler, clients conducted mea-
surement tasks simultaneously. With ethical considerations,
we equipped an independent account for every measure-
ment client to acquire a proxy service. The proxy service
provided a series of exit nodes, which helped measurement
clients access to the root instances in different cities.

We also conducted dedicated validations to ensure van-
tage points collect real DNS traffic before our measure-
ment. For each vantage point, we checked whether the
related network was involved in unintended DNS hijacking
and verified the announced geo-location. In particular, we
will utilize a DNS censorship mechanism deployed on the
border of a country to infer the catchment area of root
instances (Section 5.1). However, some entities (e.g., a do-
mestic middlebox) may also inspect users’ DNS queries
and hijack the corresponding traffic, which can generate
false-positive results. To filter out such unintended DNS
hijacking, a measurement client first sent DNS queries with
censored domains to five IP addresses that were distributed
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TABLE 2
Count and coverage of selected vantage points.

ISP # VP # BGP Prefix # Covered Provinces

China Telecom [67] 3313 327 29
China Unicom [68] 3892 118 18
China Mobile [69] 460 30 13
Tencent Cloud [70] 78 44 6
Alibaba Cloud [71] 106 36 7
CERNET [33] 11 10 8
Total 7860 565 31/31

nationwide and did NOT provide a DNS service. Typically,
the queries would time out. A measurement client would
skip an exit node if the exit node received DNS responses,
indicating the DNS hijacking of an entity. Furthermore,
a measurement client launched DNS queries from each
exit node to our custom DNS server, which reported the
source addresses of incoming queries against the MaxMind
database [66]. A measurement client would skip an exit
node if the location did not match what was advertised by
vendors. Our validations didn’t detect traffic manipulation
toward vantage points for upper-layer applications (e.g.,
web) since they didn’t affect our measurement of DNS root
instances.

In total, we obtained 7,860 exit nodes as our vantage
points that were unaffected by the hijacking of domes-
tic middleboxes and advertised the correct location. After
passing validations, a measurement client executed tasks
elaborated in Section 4 and 5, respectively. Then, it requested
switching to a new exit node. The above process was re-
peated until the running time reached 60 days. As shown in
Table 2, our vantage points covered all three major ISPs, two
major cloud services, and all 31 provinces in the Chinese
mainland. We also included vantage points in CERNET,
which exclusively serves universities and research facilities.
Each vantage point supported sending special DNS queries
to arbitrary IP addresses.

4 SECURITY ISSUES OF UNAUTHORIZED ROOT IN-
STANCES

In this section, we elaborate on uncovering security issues
of unauthorized instances, which can affect any DNS reso-
lutions of users within their catchment area. Our national-
wide analysis targeted China, which has a large population
on the Internet.
Challenge. Identifying unauthorized instances is not trivial
work since three challenges need to be addressed:

(1) Absence of ground truth. The detection of unauthorized
instances is incompatible with supervised learning due to
the absence of ground truth. This limitation may be par-
tially attributed to DNS specifications, which strictly forbid
manipulations related to security mechanisms or the zone
files of the DNS root servers [18], [26], [27], [28], [29]. To
our knowledge, no deployment of unauthorized instances
has been announced yet. Consequently, the development of
a heuristic-based approach becomes necessary.

(2) Transparent manipulation. Network operators can
transparently redirect users’ traffic to unauthorized in-
stances. Hence, we require methods of confirming identi-
ties of unauthorized instances, which may be covered by
injected responses or manipulation of IP routing [9].

(3) Exclusive manipulation. An unauthorized instance can
exclusively serve a specific network in a particular loca-
tion (e.g., an ISP network in a province) [9], [54], [72].
Consequently, our vantage points require covering enough
geolocations and networks to detect such manipulation.
Our solution. We utilized the concept of similarity among
authorized instances to address the above addresses, with
the support of nationwide covered vantage points. As of-
ficial root server operators uniformly manage authorized
instances, the penultimate hops and server identifiers can
exhibit similar characteristics, such as configuring identifiers
following the same naming convention. As a result, we can
collect the normal characteristics of authorized instances
through nationwide covered vantage points and find the
unauthorized instances violating similar characteristics. For
example, all authorized G-root instances follow the server
identifier format of “[id].groot”, which adheres to the naming
convention of the official root operator. Hence, we can iden-
tify the unauthorized G-root instance if a vantage point
observes a server identifier violating the naming conven-
tion. Also, we can confirm the deployment of unauthorized
E-root instances when a vantage point reports a penulti-
mate hop to E-root since the official announcement [15]
states that no E-root instances deployed in the Chinese
mainland.

This section proposes a suite of methodologies to iden-
tify unauthorized instances and uncover potential security
issues (Section 4.1). Based on the collected information,
we identified the deployment of unauthorized instances
(Section 4.2) and further analyzed the related security issues
(Section 4.3). We also analyzed the security guarantees of
authorized instances to highlight the risks posed by unau-
thorized instances (Section 4.4).

4.1 Methodology

Identifying the deployment of unauthorized instances.
Our vantage points collected two characteristics from each
root server and leveraged the concept of similarity to detect
unauthorized instances. Specifically, a vantage point first
collected the following characteristics:

(1) Penultimate hops probed by DNS traceroute. Through
DNS traceroute, we collected the penultimate hop to each
root server, obtaining information about the geolocation and
network of a specific root instance. Unlike traditional tracer-
oute carried out using ICMP, TCP, and UDP. DNS traceroute
is a more reliable technology for displaying the path to a
root instance, as it utilizes normal DNS queries to carry
the probing packets. Specifically, our vantage points sent
a series of DNS queries to the root server with a modified
TTL field in the IP header [72]. Hence, we can display the
path to unauthorized instances that may only manipulate
DNS traffic rather than other traffic. Our vantage points
conducted DNS traceroutes toward each root server five
times. Then, we extracted the penultimate hops since they
are the closest to the probed root instance (the last hop is an
anycast IP address of the root server).

(2) Server identifiers. A server identifier of a root in-
stance is configured by the operator and contains the in-
formation for identification. To differentiate nameservers
activating anycast or load balancing, RFCs [73], [74] specify
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special queries for server identifiers, including NSID and
ID.SERVER. Besides, the VERSION.BIND identifier pro-
vides the software version of the nameserver [74]. Some
identifiers even provide the geolocation of a root instance.
For example, the identifier “b1-sin” represents the B-root
instance in Singapore. In our experiment, our vantage points
requested three types of server identifiers from each root
server.

We further utilized the concept of similarity among au-
thorized instances to confirm the deployment of unautho-
rized instances. The reason is that all authorized instances
are under the management of the RSS and RSO, resulting
in similar characteristics. Such characteristics include the
geolocation of the penultimate hop in traceroute paths and
the uniform identifier naming convention. RFC 7108 also
specifies the meaning of identifier naming conventions [75].
Specifically, all penultimate hops in traceroute paths to the
same root instance can be in the same city, the same subnet,
or even the same IP address. Also, server identifiers of a root
server can be represented by a regular expression, which is a
naming convention ruled by its root server operator. Hence,
we can find unauthorized instances that do not adhere to
the similarity of authorized instances.

Through nationwide covered vantage points, we col-
lected normal cases of penultimate hop locations and server
identifiers for further identification, as shown in Table 3
and 4. We confirmed that geolocations of penultimate hops
align with the official announcement [15]. For example, the
official announcement states that two authorized F-Root
instances are deployed in Beijing and Chongqing. Our result
also shows 49.5% and 2.8% of penultimate hops are located
in the two cities, respectively. We can also extract regular
expressions of server identifiers to represent the uniform
naming convention of a root server operator. Except for
A-Root and J-Root administered by the same operator
(Verisign), the naming conventions of other root servers
are different from each other. As a result, we can confirm
the deployment of unauthorized instances which violates
normal cases of the measured characteristics and conducts
further security analysis.
Uncovering the security issues. Once we identified an
authorized instance, a vantage point then checked three
metrics to expose the corresponding security issues. In par-
ticular, our vantage point collected the metrics as follows:

(1) Integrity of the zone file. We detected the manipulation
of an unauthorized instance’s root zone by examining its
zone file’s integrity. To verify the integrity of the zone
file, we examined the TLD referral information provided
by unauthorized instances, as the zone file defines the
responses of a nameserver [76]. For this examination, we
queried three gTLDs (com, net, org), and four ccTLDs (us, uk,
cn, ru) from each root server. Subsequently, we compared
these responses with the accurate ones presented in the
official root zone file [77].

(2) Timeliness of the root zone file. We investigated whether
an unauthorized instance updated its zone file promptly to
prevent an outage caused by changing TLD nameservers.
According to RSSAC requirements, root instances must sync
their zone copies with the official zone file in time [24]. Each
version of the root zone file is assigned a serial number,
which is provided in a SOA record [76]. Our vantage points

Fig. 3. Heatmap displaying vantage points witnessed unauthorized in-
stances

requested the SOA record from each root server and sub-
sequently examined whether a root instance was using an
outdated root zone file.

(3) Availability of DNSSEC validation. We confirmed
whether unauthorized instances supported DNSSEC vali-
dation since they served as the initial step for DNSSEC
validation within their catchment area [40]. From our van-
tage point, we sent three queries with the DO flag [78] to
each root server. To mitigate the impact of network jitter,
we only considered DNSSEC validation for DNS roots was
not available when all queries failed. Also, we verified the
authenticity of the DNSKEY and RRSIG records provided by
root instances.

4.2 Overview of Unauthorized Root Instances
In this section, we provide an overview of observed unau-
thorized instances. Our identification of unauthorized in-
stances started on Sep 4, 2022, and spanned 60 days. We wit-
nessed evidence of unauthorized instances from 54 (0.7%)
vantage points out of 7,860 vantage points. Figure 3 illus-
trates the locations and numbers of these instances, while
Table 5 provides detailed information about them. Based on
these findings, we conducted three case studies:
Case study I: CERNET. We observed that all vantage points
within CERNET reported abnormal penultimate hops and
server identifiers, suggesting the presence of unauthorized
instances that manipulate requests to all root servers.

We found all responsive penultimate hops to root servers
are within Chinese cities and the network of CERNET, even
during the probing of root servers (e.g., B-Root) without
deploying authorized instances in the Chinese mainland.
We present the result of DNS traceroute in Table 6. In-
terestingly, unauthorized instances in CERNET activated
a load balancing mechanism while manipulating the re-
quests toward different root servers. For instance, the unau-
thorized instance associated with 101.4.113.53 manipulated
queries toward C, F, and G-Root, while the instance behind
101.4.117.177 was responsible for traffic towards J, K, and
M-Root.

Our vantage points in CERNET also reported abnormal
server identifiers, which violated the naming convention for
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TABLE 3
Normal cases of penultimate hop locations that match the official announcement.

Root A B C D E F G H I J K L M

Loc.

Timeout
90.5%
Oversea
9.5%

Timeout
98.8%
Oversea
1.2%

Oversea
62.0%
Timeout
38.0%

Oversea
71.5%
Timeout
28.5%

Oversea
52.1%
Timeout
47.9%

Beijing 49.5%
Timeout 10.2%
Oversea 40.5%
Chongqing 2.8%

Timeout
100%

Timeout
100%

Oversea
85.8%
Timeout
10.5%
Shenyang
3.7%

Timeout
89.5%
Oversea
10.2%
Beijing
0.3%

Timeout 53.1%
Guangzhou 42.2%
Oversea 3.5%
Beijing 1.2%

Beijing 48.5%
Timeout 32.7%
Wuhan 16.7%
Yichang 1.2%
Shanghai 0.9%

Timeout
50.3%
Oversea
49.7%

TABLE 4
Regular expressions of server identifiers collected by vantage points.

Root NSID ID.SERVER VERSION.BIND
A \w{2,3}\.\w{2}-\w{3}\.root rootns|nnn1-\w+-?\w+ NSD|ATLAS
B \w{2}-\w{3} \w{2}-\w{3} knot 2.x
C \w{5}.c.root-servers.org \w{5}.c.root-servers.org C-root
D \w{5}.droot.maxgigapop.net \w{5}.droot.maxgigapop.net NSD 4
E c01.\w{3}.eroot c01.\w{3}.eroot cloudflare-e-root-20190930

F .+.f.root-servers.org .+.f.root-servers.org

9.16.27 (53.4%)
9.16.33 (2.5%)
cloudflare-f-root-20190930
(44.1%)

G \w{1,4}.groot (REFUSED) (REFUSED)
H 001.\w{3}.h.root-servers.org 001.\w{3}.h.root-servers.org NSD 4.5.0
I s1.\w{3} s1.\w{3} contact info@netnod.se
J \w{2,3}\.\w{2}-\w{3}\.root rootns|nnn1-\w+-?\w+ NSD|ATLAS
K ns\d.\w{2}-\w{3}.k.ripe.net ns\d.\w{2}-\w{3}.k.ripe.net Knot DNS|BIND|NSD
L cn-\w{3}-\w{2} cn-\w{3}-\w{2} Knot DNS 3|NSD 4
M M-NRT-JPNAP-\d M-NRT-JPNAP-\d 9.16

TABLE 5
Count of vantage points witnessed evidence of unauthorized instances.

Evidence # VP

Traceroute Paths 28
Server Identifiers 12
Integrity of Root Zone File 25
Total 54

server identifiers. Figure 4 compares an expected response
and an abnormal response from CERNET. The abnormal
response lacked the NSID field, and the TTL of resource
records in the additional section was significantly longer
than in the expected case. Additionally, the query latency
in CERNET was extremely low (1 ms). Such a result in-
dicates that the response originated from a nearby unau-
thorized instance in domestic rather than an authorized
instance overseas since no B-Root authorized instance
was deployed in the Chinese mainland. While requesting
ID.SERVER identifiers, we received responses containing
an SOA record in the authority section, which differs from
the expected response that includes a TXT record in the
answer section. Moreover, the majority of vantage points
in CERNET received VERSION.BIND responses with empty
TXT records, while one vantage point even observed a
version of vulnerable DNS software. We further analyze this

TABLE 6
Results of DNS traceroute in CERNET.

Final hop
(root server) Penultimate hop Location

and ISP # VP

All roots Timeout - 8
CFG 101.4.113.53

Beijing, China
CERNET

7
ADEIJKLM 101.4.117.134 7
BFGH 101.4.113.234 6
JKM 101.4.117.177 2
ABCDEFGH 101.4.113.213 1
IJKM 101.4.116.158 1

ABDEHIJKLM 202.115.255.1 Chengdu, China
CERNET 1

$ dig @b.root-servers.org +nsid
... 
;; OPT PSEUDOSECTION: 
; EDNS: version: 0, flags:; udp: 1232 
; NSID: 62 31 2d 73 69 6e ("b1-sin")
... 
;; ADDITIONAL SECTION: 
a.root-servers.net. 518400 IN A ...
... 
;; Query time: 130 msec

$ dig @b.root-servers.org +nsid
... 
;; OPT PSEUDOSECTION: 
; EDNS: version: 0, flags:; udp: 1232

... 
;; ADDITIONAL SECTION: 
a.root-servers.net. 3600000 IN A ...
... 
;; Query time: 1 msec

Fig. 4. After requesting the NSID identifier, our vantage points received
the expected response from an authorized instance (left) and the abnor-
mal response from an unauthorized instance in CERNET (right).

security issue in Section 4.3.
While the comprehensive hijacking within an ISP may

appear unexpected, validations from CERNET’s operators
and a prior research study affirm our observations. Through
discussion, the operators of CERNET acknowledged the
deployment of unauthorized instances and provided their
motivation: These unauthorized instances were deployed in
a period when the Chinese mainland lacked any authorized
instances, serving a role in speeding up root queries within
CERNET. Moreover, an earlier study [9] proved the deploy-
ment of unauthorized instances in CERNET as early as 2016.
Hence, we believe these insights affirm the credibility of our
result.
Case study II: Network of China Telecom (Zunyi City).
Our vantage points in the network of China Telecom
reported an exclusive manipulation of unauthorized in-
stances. This manipulation exclusively targeted the vantage
points at Zunyi, a city in southwest China. The observed
unauthorized instances only manipulated traffic toward B,
C, F, G, K, L and M-Root instead of all root servers.
Moreover, they generated abnormal referrals for a particular
TLD and did not resolve any other domain name. We pro-
vide a detailed analysis of this security issue in Section 4.3.
Case study III: Random behaviors of root manipulation.
We observed some unauthorized instances exhibited ran-
dom behaviors of root manipulation instead of consistently
manipulating clients’ DNS queries. Consequently, our van-
tage points reported only a subset of responses affected
by manipulation, even when conducting the same type of
measurement. We discuss the cases as follows:

(1) Penultimate hops in a LAN (local area network. In the
network of Alibaba Cloud, 16 vantage points reported that
the IP addresses of penultimate hops were within a private
network (e.g., 10.102.50.9), and only the paths to J-Root
were affected. Notably, our vantage points consisted of
dedicated servers in data centers or end-user devices, which
were not likely the penultimate hops of authorized in-
stances. The result indicates that an unauthorized instance
within the LAN served our vantage points.

(2) Domestic penultimate hop to a root server without do-
mestic authorized instance. While conducting DNS traceroute
to E-Root, a vantage point in China Telecom identified
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$ dig cn @b.root-servers.net
...
; ANSWER: 1, AUTHORITY: 0, ADDITIONAL: 0
...

;; ANSWER SECTION:
cn. 15 IN A 127.0.0.1

$ dig cn @b.root-servers.net
...
; ANSWER: 0, AUTHORITY: 8, ADDITIONAL: 11
...
;; AUTHORITY SECTION:
cn. 172800  IN  NS  a.dns.cn.
...
cn. 172800  IN  NS  g.dns.cn.

;; ADDITIONAL SECTION:
a.dns.cn. 172800  IN  A 203.119.25.1
...
g.dns.cn. 172800  IN  A 66.198.183.65

Fig. 5. Expected TLD referral (left) and abnormal TLD referral observed
in the network of China Telecom at Zunyi (right).

the penultimate hops in the Chinese mainland (Chongqing
City). Ten months after the experiment, the official an-
nouncement [15] still did not mention the presence of an
E-Root instance in the Chinese mainland. Therefore, the
deployment of an unauthorized instance is highly probable.

(3) Abnormal server identifiers. After requesting server
identifiers, one vantage point in China Unicom (Zigong
City) reported that responses didn’t follow any naming
convention summarized in Table 4. The result also suggests
the deployment of unauthorized instances.

4.3 Security Issues of Unauthorized Instances

After confirming the deployment of unauthorized instances,
we shed light on the security issues arising from unautho-
rized instances. Among the 54 vantage points affected by
unauthorized instances, 70.4% (38) of them further reported
security issues. The measurement result confirms the pres-
ence of various security risks, including DoS, unavailability
of DNSSEC validation, vulnerable software, and outdated
root zone files. We discuss the issues as follows:
Denial of Service. All 25 vantage points in the network
of China Telecom (Zunyi City) observed unauthorized in-
stances failing to resolve all tested domains. Typically, while
receiving a query for a TLD, a root instance will provide
the referral to the TLD zone with authorized and additional
sections (Figure 5, left) [34]. However, our vantage points
received responses in which the answer section contained
a localhost IP address while requesting the ccTLD of China
(Figure 5, right). To make matters worse, all other queries to
root servers, including queries for other tested TLDs, were
time-out. Consequently, these responses can make clients
fail to resolve all tested domains. A likely explanation is
that the unauthorized instances were experiencing an oper-
ational issue.

We also found that it was challenging to troubleshoot the
operational issue due to the failover mechanism of resolvers.
Specifically, the manipulation only affected the traffic to-
ward seven root servers, instead of impacting all 13 root
servers as observed in CERNET. We observed the expected
results for all testing cases when testing other root servers
from our vantage points. Despite unauthorized instances
failing to resolve any domain, resolvers will automatically
retry querying other root servers while a root server fails to
respond (Section 5.4) and finally obtain the correct answers
from other root candidates. However, such an operational
issue increases the cost of domain resolution and hinders
the load balancing mechanism of root servers.
Unavailability of DNSSEC validation. We found that
48.1% (26) of vantage points served by unauthorized in-

stances were not accessible for DNSSEC validation. Conse-
quently, resolvers that shared networks with these vantage
points would be unable to validate any domain through
DNSSEC, as the DNS root is the initial point for validating
a domain. The unavailability of DNSSEC validation was not
evenly distributed and only affected specific root servers.
For example, the majority of vantage points were unavail-
able to the validation from K and L-Root, while no vantage
point cannot access E, H, I, and J-Root.
Vulnerable DNS software. We discovered that an unautho-
rized instance was equipped with vulnerable DNS software,
which could be affected by 100 CVE vulnerabilities. Specifi-
cally, a vantage point in CERNET requested VERSION.BIND
identifier from H-Root and received a response indicating
an outdated version (“BIND 9.8.2 rc1”). The identifier did
not adhere to the naming convention of H-Root (Table 4)
and revealed the software version installed on unauthorized
instances. Worse, the version was released on Jan 19th, 2012.
From Jan 2012 to July 2023, BIND9 has been assigned 100
CVE numbers [79] corresponding to vulnerabilities such
as cache poisoning and DoS attack. An attacker could ex-
ploit these published CVE vulnerabilities to compromise
the unauthorized instance and further manipulate all DNS
traffic within its catchment area.
Outdated root zone files. All 12 vantage points in CERNET
confirmed that unauthorized instances equipped outdated
root zone files, which posed the risk of a service outage. This
is because the abandoned TLD nameservers may stop their
services after an exchange of servers. As a result, authorized
instances must promptly load and serve the latest root zone
file to avoid an outage.

We observed that unauthorized instances in CERNET
experienced significantly slower updates on the zone file
when compared to the authorized instances. To measure
the update time of authorized instances, RSSAC defines load
time as the time elapsed between receipt of the notification
of updating until 95% of corresponding root instances are
ready to serve the new zone file. On the time when we
observed outdated zone files (Oct 24th, 2022), the shortest
load time was only 7 seconds (A and J-Root), while the
longest load time was 483 seconds (I-Root). However,
during the same period, ten vantage points in CERNET
reported a root zone published 11 days ago, while one
vantage point reported a zone published seven days ago.
Also, the official metric data [80] reported that 26 versions
of root zone files were published within those 11 days,
highlighting the importance of timely zone file updates.

4.4 Security Guarantees of Authorized Instances
In the previous section, we discussed the security issues
associated with unauthorized instances. To highlight the
risks unauthorized instances pose, we performed a global
analysis to assess the security guarantees of authorized
instances. This experiment started on Oct 28, 2023, and
lasted for seven days. We collected data from global-wide
vantage points. Utilizing methods mentioned in Section 4.1,
we excluded the vantage points impacted by unauthorized
instances. In total, we collected 5,489 vantage points served
by authorized instances, spanning 82 countries, 120 Au-
tonomous Systems (ASes), 161 ISPs, and 270 cities. We detail
the result in Table 7.
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TABLE 7
Comparison of security guarantees between authorized and

unauthorized instances

Security issue 5,489 VPs served by
authorized instances

54 VPs served by
unauthorized instances

Denial of service 0 46.3%
Unavailable DNSSEC 11.8% 48.1%
Vulnerable software 0 1.9%
Outdated zone 0 22.2%

Our analysis reveals that authorized instances provided
significantly greater security guarantees compared to unau-
thorized instances. Of the 5,489 vantage points served by
authorized instances, none were associated with security
issues, including Denial of Service (DoS) attacks, use of
vulnerable software, or outdated zones. Furthermore, only
11.8% of the vantage points served by authorized instances
experienced DNSSEC validation unavailability, compared to
48.1% for those served by unauthorized instances. These
findings align with expectations, as DNS specifications [18],
[26], [27], [28], [29] require such security guarantees for the
DNS root.

4.5 Summary

In this section, we detail the deployment of unauthorized
instances in the Chinese mainland and shed light on the
related security issues. To this end, we propose a set of
methodologies to analyze unauthorized instances. Through
our measurement, 54 vantage points reported evidence of
unauthorized instances, including ones deployed in CER-
NET and the network of China Telecom (Zunyi City). We
also confirmed security issues from 70.4% of vantage points
manipulated by unauthorized instances. Such unauthorized
instances not only resulted in DoS issues but also caused the
unavailability of DNSSEC validation. We also compared the
security guarantees between authorized and unauthorized
instances to highlight the uncovered security issues. We be-
lieve this work provides a deeper insight into unauthorized
instances which have not been widely studied.

5 LIMITED CATCHMENT AREA OF AUTHORIZED
ROOT INSTANCES

Unlike unauthorized instances serving limited networks,
authorized instances offer services on a significantly larger
scale. Global instances can even serve the entire Internet, as
their route advertisement is allowed to propagate across the
Internet [15], [16]. Furthermore, authorized instances have
been rapidly deployed in recent times. Over the past three
years, the number of authorized instances has increased
by 58.6% [15]. However, few studies have examined the
catchment area of authorized instances, which may be in-
fluenced by deployment issues. In this section, we propose
a novel method to measure the catchment area of autho-
rized instances. Through a case study targeting China, we
uncovered the deployment issue responsible for the limited
catchment area of authorized instances.
Challenge. Measuring the catchment area of root instances
is not straightforward since we require addressing two
challenges:

(1) Identifying root instances activating anycast. Confirm-
ing the exact instance responding to our vantage points
is difficult since responses from different root instances
contain the same anycast IP address. Due to information on
authorized instances, such as hosting networks, not being
publicly available, one may reuse the methods for identify-
ing unauthorized instances introduced in Section 4.1. How-
ever, such methods cannot provide enough information to
identify an authorized instance accurately. For instance,
some penultimate hops may not respond to the requests
of DNS traceroute and server identifiers due to security
concerns (e.g., G-root instances, as shown in Table 3 and 4).
Additionally, some server identifiers could provide insuffi-
cient information to determine their identities (e.g., “contact
info@netnod.se”).

(2) Impact of recursive resolvers. The catchment area of
authorized instances also depends on the behavior of re-
cursive resolvers. This is because a root instance is queried
only when a recursive resolver selects the corresponding
root server to send the query. As a result, investigating the
algorithm of recursive DNS software is necessary. However,
how the instances can affect root server selection and further
absorb queries from recursive resolvers is still unknown.
Our solution. To address the challenges mentioned above,
we propose a novel methodology that utilizes the side-
channel information of DNS censorship mechanisms to
measure the catchment area of root instances (Section 5.1).
Such mechanisms are deployed at the choke points of
network topology and coincidentally provide side-channel
information that can be used to determine if a query is
resolved by a root instance within the censored network.
Our result also proves that the method can apply to sev-
eral countries implementing DNS censorship. Based on the
measurement, we shed light on the deployment issues, such
as limited BGP policies, that caused the limited catchment
area of authorized instances in the Chinese mainland (Sec-
tion 5.2 and 5.3). Through code reviewing and dynamic
debugging, we also conducted the first study about how
the catchment area of domestic instances affects root server
selection from the perspective of mainstream recursive soft-
ware (Section 5.4).

5.1 Methodology

Measuring the catchment area of authorized instances.
We utilized the side-channel information of DNS censorship
mechanisms to infer the catchment area of authorized in-
stances. To answer the question: “what is the catchment area of
authorized instances?”, we try to answer another question:
“are DNS queries to root servers resolved inside or outside a
network?”. If resolved inside, we can infer that the catch-
ment area of the responding authorized instances, whose
geolocation is publicly available [15], covers the networks
of corresponding vantage points. To this end, we utilized
a type of DNS censorship mechanism. By censoring at the
choke points of network topology, the mechanisms can
efficiently censor all DNS queries routed to other networks,
irrespective of the requested resolver. Once detecting DNS
queries associated with censored domains, the censorship
system injects forged responses immediately before the ar-
rival of authentic responses to the users. Consequently, users
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will accept the forged responses and discard the authentic
responses. Such a censorship mechanism coincidentally pro-
vides side-channel information to determine the geolocation
of an authorized instance.

Inside Outside

Answered by a further 
instance outside the network Answered by an inside instance

Checkpoint

Root instance

Vantage point

Query

Censored response

Normal response

Gateway router Inside OutsideGateway router

Fig. 6. Using DNS censorship to determine if root instances inside the
network serve root queries.

Figure 6 elaborates on our approach for determining
whether root queries are answered by authorized instances
within a network. We sent five DNS queries for censored
domains from each vantage point inside a network activat-
ing DNS censorship. To ensure that the queries reached the
root servers instead of being answered from the cache (e.g.,
of middleboxes), we prefixed the domains in queries with
a nonce value (e.g., [nonce].censored.com). Note that we have
excluded the affected vantage points in a validation process
(Section 3) to eliminate the impact of censorship targeting
high-level domains (e.g., [any].censored.com). As a result, the
root query passes through the gateway router for an external
root instance, if we receive a censored response (Figure 6,
left). Conversely, an authorized instance resolves the root
query within the network, if we capture a normal response
with TLD referrals (Figure 6, right). Mechanisms for perfor-
mance purposes (e.g., CDN) do not affect our experiment
since we directly send queries to DNS roots, which return
TLD referrals instead of IP addresses of application servers.

We confirmed the applicability of our methodology in
measuring countries that enable DNS censorship. To con-
duct our method, the censorship system should examine
DNS queries from vantage points to root servers instead of
only checking the queries to specific resolvers. We verified
the condition in six countries whose censorship mechanisms
have been widely studied by previous research. As shown in
Table 8, previous research has proven that five out of the six
countries would censor all DNS queries regardless of which
resolver was requested. As a result, the censorship systems
of the five countries also examine the queries from our van-
tage points toward root servers, satisfying the requirement
of our methodology.

In this study, we apply our methodology to China and
provide a nationwide case study. To this end, we measured
the catchment area of authorized instances in the Chinese
mainland (Section 5.2) and further revealed the reason be-
hind the restricted catchment area (Section 5.3).
Analyzing impact of domestic instances on recursive
resolvers. We have designed the method for measuring
the catchment area of root instances from the perspective of
our vantage points. However, the catchment area of root in-
stances also depends on the selection algorithm of recursive
resolvers. This is because an instance is queried only when a
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(f) CERNET

Fig. 7. Ratio of queries that triggered normal responses at each vantage
point. Darker cells indicate that more queries from the corresponding
vantage points were resolved by domestic instances.

recursive resolver selects the corresponding root server. As
a result, a perspective of mainstream recursive software is
necessary.

To this end, we reviewed the source code of four main-
stream DNS software and analyzed their root selection
algorithms. In particular, We selected recent versions of four
popular open-source recursive DNS implementations: BIND
9 [84] (9.18.9), Unbound [85] (1.17.0), Knot Resolver [86]
(5.5.3) and PowerDNS Recursor [87] (4.7.3) as our targets.
We first set up a docker container [88] running Ubuntu
22.04 and connected it to a GDB remote debugger [89]. Then,
we compiled each DNS software from its source code and
launched it within the container. Using the GDB debugger,
we reviewed the root selection algorithms by tracing their
execution paths. Having identified the factors that affect root
server selection, we conducted a measurement to uncover
the real-world impact of these factors (Section 5.4).

5.2 Networks Served by Domestic Instances
In this section, we measured the catchment area of domestic
instances and confirmed the networks served by these in-
stances. With the support of 7,860 vantage points, we started
our experiment on Sep 4, 2022, and the experiment spanned
60 days. Table 9 illustrates the ratio of root queries that
receive normal responses (i.e., served by domestic instances)
for each ISP network, while Figure 7 provides a closer view
of the ratios reported by each vantage point. We present our
analyses as follows:
CERNET. We discovered that all root queries from CERNET
vantage points were domestically answered, as expected
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TABLE 8
DNS censorship mechanisms across different countries.

Country China Italy Russia Pakistan Iran Greece

Scope of censorship Chinese mainland ISP ISP ISP ISP ISP’s resolvers
Censored resolvers All All All All All ISP’s resolvers
Forged response forge IP address NXDOMAIN, timeout, etc. blockpage, timeout NXDOMAIN forge IP address blockpage
# Authorized instances 24 22 18 5 2 7
Applicable ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✘

Reference [42], [44], [45], [51]
[32], [43], [81], [82]

[50]
[32], [82]

[46], [47]
[32], [82]

[49]
[32], [82]

[52]
[32], [82]

[83]
[32], [82]

TABLE 9
Ratio of queries that triggered normal responses, which indicated that

the queries were served by domestic instances. Root servers with
domestic instances that were deployed in the Chinese mainland are

marked with lighter backgrounds.

Root China
Telecom

China
Unicom

China
Mobile

Tencent
Cloud

Alibaba
Cloud CERNET

A 100.00% 1.60% 94.63% 100.00% 67.05% 100.00%
B 1.42% 1.27% 0.77% 0.26% 0.76% 100.00%
C 1.76% 1.59% 0.31% 0.00% 0.38% 100.00%
D 1.66% 1.18% 0.56% 0.79% 0.00% 100.00%
E 1.67% 0.87% 9.82% 0.26% 1.52% 100.00%
F 1.78% 100.00% 100.00% 0.26% 15.62% 100.00%
G 1.70% 1.03% 1.33% 0.26% 0.76% 100.00%
H 1.95% 2.31% 0.61% 0.53% 0.38% 100.00%
I 2.48% 1.38% 97.75% 0.53% 65.90% 100.00%
J 1.62% 91.90% 98.77% 0.79% 78.67% 100.00%
K 100.00% 100.00% 0.31% 100.00% 41.90% 100.00%
L 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00%
M 2.81% 1.24% 0.41% 0.53% 0.57% 100.00%
Total 24.53% 31.10% 38.87% 23.40% 28.73% 100.00%
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Fig. 8. From Sep 13th, 12:58 pm to Sep 17th, 12:06 pm (UTC), the ratio
of queries that triggered normal responses at each vantage point in the
networks of China Unicom and China Mobile.

since we have confirmed the unauthorized instances in
CERNET manipulating queries toward all root servers (Sec-
tion 4.2).
Major commercial ISPs. We observed that the catchment
area of authorized instances can partially cover major com-
mercial ISPs in the Chinese mainland. The domestic in-
stances of A, F, J, K, and L-Root had nationwide catchment
area for vantage points in at least one of the three major
ISPs, as they answered over 90% of root queries from these
networks (highlighted in bold in Table 9, e.g., Telecom
to A-Root). Zooming into individual vantage points, as
illustrated in Figure 7, we found that the catchment area of
authorized instances within a given ISP network exhibited
minor differences across geolocations. We further analyze
the reason behind the limited catchment area of authorized
instances in Section 5.3.
Cloud services. We observed that Tencent Cloud was
served by domestic A, K, and L-Root instances, while the
case of Alibaba Cloud was more complex, as shown in Fig-
ure 7. Through discussions with the vendors, we confirmed
that no authorized instance was deployed in their networks,
and the accessibility of their networks to root instances
depended on the ISP networks that they connected to. As

a result, the reason behind our result could be that Tencent
Cloud ASes exclusively peered to China Telecom ASes. In
contrast, multiple Alibaba Cloud ASes peered to different
ISP ASes.
Change in the catchment area. We traced the change in
the catchment area of authorized instances by comparing
an experiment conducted two years ago. Using the same
methodology, we conducted the experiment in Dec 2020,
and 16 authorized instances (0, 4, 1, 2, 3, and 6 instances
for A, F, I, J, K, and L-Root respectively) were deployed
in the Chinese mainland at that time. Interestingly, the
catchment areas of F, I, and J-Root changed without a
deployment of new instances. For example, in 2022, domestic
F-Root instances served our vantage points in Unicom and
Mobile, while in 2020, only vantage points in Telecom could
be served. Besides, both I and J-Root domestic instances
served vantage points in Mobile in 2022 but not in 2020. We
also found the newly deployed A-Root instance efficiently
served almost all vantage points in Telecom and Mobile.
Normal responses from a root without domestic instance.
We confirmed that censorship failures and unauthorized
instances contributed to normal responses from a root server
without corresponding authorized instances deployed in
domestic (e.g., normal responses from B-Root). To verify
the impact of censorship failure, we conducted a separate
experiment. Utilizing our measurement platform, we sent
DNS queries for censored domains (e.g., [nonce].google.com)
to a self-built DNS server located outside the Chinese main-
land. Typically, all queries should pass the DNS censorship
system and trigger censored responses. However, as shown
in Table 10, the DNS censorship system achieved an overall
success rate of 99.05%, explaining why DNS queries to
root servers without domestic instances receive normal (un-
censored) responses. Additionally, in Section 4.2, we have
confirmed the deployment of unauthorized instances, which
can also generate responses in domestic.

TABLE 10
Success rate of DNS censorship.

ISP Success Rate ISP Success Rate

China Telecom 98.46% Tencent Cloud 99.47%
China Unicom 98.23% Alibaba Cloud 99.39%
China Mobile 99.17% CERNET 99.57%
Total 99.05%

5.3 Reasons behind the Limited Catchment Area

From some ISP networks to root servers that did deploy
domestic instances, the proportion of receiving normal re-
sponses remained remarkably low, as shown in Table 9.
Worse, some authorized instances with limited catchment
area were even global instances, which were supposed to
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serve users on the whole Internet [15], [16] (e.g., Unicom
to the A-Root instance in the Chinese mainland). The
results suggest that domestic instances almost failed to serve
these networks. To reveal the reason, we provide a detailed
analysis below:
Domestic I-Root instance. We observed that the global
I-Root instance in Beijing did not serve any vantage point
in the three major commercial ISPs, due to the exclusive
service in CSTNET (China Science and Technology Net-
work). To locate the hosting network of this instance, we
performed traceroute measurements toward I-root in Dec
2020 and found the penultimate hops belonged to CSTNET,
which served research institutions and hi-tech enterprises in
China. To find out the exact instance serving CSTNET, we
employed seven volunteers as vantage points in CSTNET.
We asked them to request server identifiers from I-Root,
and the responses were “s1.bei”. We confirmed with Netnod
(the operator of I-Root) that the string represented the
instance in Beijing, which was presented in the official
announcement. As a result, the domestic I-root instance
exclusively served CSTNET in Dec 2020, possibly due to the
lack of peering between major commercial ISPs and Netnod.
However, we observed that all responses from I-root were
censored responses, indicating they passed through the in-
ternational gateway. Such a result indicates the root instance
was physically deployed within the Chinese mainland but
outside the scope of DNS censorship. This could result
from a security incident in 2010 when the I-root instance
provided incorrect responses to oversea users due to DNS
censorship [90].

We also found an unannounced I-root instance con-
tributed to the domestic resolution in a major commercial
ISP, instead of the existing one in CSTNET extending its
catchment area. Specifically, we discovered that vantage
points in Mobile (one of the three major commercial ISPs)
were served by a domestic I-root instance in Oct 2022.
This was in contrast to the official announcement [15],
[91], which stated that no new I-Root instance had been
deployed in the Chinese mainland since Dec 2020. To con-
firm if the I-Root instance in CSTNET had extended its
catchment area, we examined the corresponding penulti-
mate hops and server identifiers. Surprisingly, we found
that the I-Root instance was deployed in a Chinese city
named Shenyang with a server identifier as “s1.she”. The
official announcement [15] has not updated the information
of the new root instance until Feb 2023. We also analyzed
the catchment area of the I-Root instance in Beijing. To
this end, we hired ten volunteers in CSTNET and repeated
the experiment conducted two years ago. We found that
the instance still exclusively served vantage points within
CSTNET.
Restricted BGP policy. Similarly, we located the hosting
networks of other domestic instances through DNS tracer-
oute (Section 4.1). For example, vantage points in Telecom
network were not served by domestic F and J-Root in-
stances since these instances were located in networks of
Unicom and Mobile. The Mobile vantage points could not
access domestic K-Root instances, which were found in
Telecom and Unicom networks. Some domestic instances
(e.g., A-Root) could not be located since their penultimate
hop of the traceroute path did not respond with an ICMP

message containing their IP addresses.
We conclude that the reason behind the limited catch-

ment area is the restricted BGP policy by discussing with
ISPs and root server operators. In particular, the BGP an-
nouncement of authorized instances in the Chinese main-
land primarily originated from ISP networks rather than
Internet exchange points. However, both global and local
root instances hosted by an ISP were typically unshared
with other networks due to the limitation of BGP routing
policies. Meanwhile, major commercial ISPs did not directly
peer with each other3. Consequently, the catchment area of
local F and K-Root instances did not cover networks of
other ISPs. Some domestic ISPs even can not access the
global instances deployed in the Chinese mainland (e.g.,
Unicom to A-Root).
Routing adjustment. An adjustment of the routing policy
can also limit the catchment area of authorized instances.
As presented in Table 9, vantage points in Unicom network
reported only 91.90% of queries to J-Root were resolved
in domestic, which was lower than other cases where we
confirmed ISPs hosting domestic instances (e.g., Unicom to
F-Root). We further confirmed a temporary service inter-
ruption from 12:58 pm on Sep 13th to 12:06 pm on Sep 17th
(UTC). As shown in Figure 8, we zoomed on the result dur-
ing the time frame. The majority of Unicom vantage points
were not served by domestic J-Root instances, whereas the
majority of Mobile vantage points remained unaffected. As
a result, we infer that this issue resulted from an adjustment
in the routing policy rather than domestic root instances
being out of service.

5.4 Impact on Root Selection of Recursive Resolvers
In Section 5.2, we determined the catchment area of au-
thorized instances by directly sending DNS queries to each
root server. However, a root instance is queried only when
a recursive resolver selects the corresponding root server to
send the query. As a result, we took the perspective of
mainstream recursive software and investigated how the
catchment area of authorized instances affects the root selec-
tion of a resolver. To this end, we first identified the factors
(e.g., the latency of a root server) that impacted the root
selection of resolvers through software analysis. Based on
the measurement result, we then analyzed how authorized
instances impacted these factors and further affected the
root server selection of resolvers.
Root server selection algorithm. By conducting source
code analysis and dynamic debugging, we confirmed that
four mainstream recursive DNS software avoided selecting
the root server failing to respond and preferred the root
server responding with lower latency 4. For example, BIND9
and Knot Resolver significantly preferred the root server
with the smallest Round Trip Time (RTT) in the majority of
cases. As a result, the accessibility and latency of a root server
were the key factors that affected the root server selection
of a recursive resolver. Such implementations followed the

3. We attempted to verify this through inspecting BGP routing infor-
mation in RouteViews [92]. However, the dataset had little coverage of
ASes in China.

4. As part of our contribution, we provide the pseudo-code and
detailed explanations of all root selection algorithms in the shared
repository.
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suggestion of DNS standards: recursive resolvers should
“find the best server to ask” [34].
Measurement of the factors affecting root server selection.
We further measured the accessibility and latency of each
root server from our vantage points, which were the factors
affecting whether the corresponding root instances were
selected and queried. To this end, our vantage points sent
five DNS queries to each root server. To ensure that the
queries arrived at the root servers instead of being answered
by middleboxes or censorship mechanisms, we queried a
non-censored domain and prefixed it with a nonce value
in each query (i.e., [nonce].non-censored.com). We labeled a
root server unavailable to a vantage point only if all queries
were time-out. Since a root server is non-recursive (i.e., it
does not query other servers), we can determine its latency
by sending DNS queries directly and recording the arrival
time of its responses.

A
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G
HI

J
K

L
M

Fig. 9. The vantage points cannot access root servers. A red cell
indicates that the root server (X-axis) was unavailable to the vantage
point (Y-axis).

We observed that the majority of vantage points accessed
all root servers successfully, except for 129 vantage points
whose all queries were time-out, as shown in Figure 9.
Interestingly, only some root servers were inaccessible by
specific vantage points, while others remained unaffected.
Consequently, recursive resolvers sharing the networks with
the above vantage points would avoid sending queries
to unresponsive root servers and instead request to other
candidates.

We also discovered that authorized instances in domestic
contributed to reducing the overall delay of the correspond-
ing root servers and attracted root queries from recursive
resolvers. Figure 10 illustrates the delay experienced by
vantage points within each ISP when querying the 13
root servers. Specifically, queries in CERNET to any root
server were answered within 30 ms due to the deployment
of unauthorized instances, which have been identified in
Section 4.2. For the other ISPs we examined, we observed
that networks with a high ratio (>90%) of queries resolved
by domestic instances experienced considerably low delays
(lower than 100 ms in most cases) when querying the
corresponding root servers. In contrast, vantage points en-
countered high delays (several hundred ms) when querying
root instances located oversea. This was due to either no
domestic instance serving their network (e.g., Unicom to
A-Root) or no domestic instances being deployed (e.g.,
B-Root).

5.5 Summary
In this section, we uncover the deployment issues of au-
thorized instances in the Chinese mainland through a com-

prehensive measurement. We propose a novel methodology
to measure the catchment area of authorized instances by
leveraging the side-channel information of DNS censorship.
Our results demonstrate that the catchment area of autho-
rized instances in the Chinese mainland can be limited,
even when they were global instances that should serve the
entire Internet. We also revealed that the restricted routing
policy was the reason behind the limited catchment area
through an analysis of mainstream DNS software. Addi-
tionally, we confirmed that the authorized instances in the
Chinese mainland can help absorb queries from domestic
recursive resolvers. We believe this study is helpful for the
future deployment of root instances to cover the currently
unserved networks.

6 DISCUSSION

6.1 Ethics

To avoid negative impacts, we carefully designed our
methodology and addressed two ethical aspects with the
guide of ethical principles [93], [94].

One primary ethical consideration is avoiding causing
negative impacts on proxy vendors from censorship mech-
anisms, such as triggering alerts. In this study, we did
not investigate or challenge DNS censorship mechanisms
through vantage points. Instead, we only leveraged the
known characteristics of censorship mechanisms (i.e., injec-
tion of DNS responses), which have been studied in nu-
merous works [32], [42], [44], [45], [51], [82]. Specifically, we
only queried non-existent subdomains under the censored
domains (i.e., [nonce].censored.com) and did not make any
connection to the IP address in a censored response. Several
studies [32], [82] focusing on censorship mechanisms have
also concluded that such DNS queries for censored domains
posed negligible harm or judicial risks to the operators of
vantage points.

Another ethical consideration is to avoid overloading
proxy services. To this end, we equipped each measurement
client in our platform with an independent account and
ensured that we paid for all redirected traffic (Section 3).
In total, we signed up 50 accounts and paid 1242.9$ for the
proxy services. During the measurement, we requested DNS
resolution and switched exit nodes, which fell within the
business scope of the proxy services. To comply with service
regulations, we also strictly limited the rate of switching exit
nodes and sending queries on each account. While utilizing
an account, we switched an exit node every 10 minutes on
average.

6.2 Recommendations

Through discussions with ISPs and network operators, we
make recommendations to improve the deployment status
of DNS root instances.

Our recommendations for fixing deployment issues of
unauthorized instances include the following: (1) We rec-
ommend NOT establishing unauthorized instances since
we have proven they can cause serious security issues.
(2) However, our research indicates that individuals may
deploy unauthorized instances with benign intentions. That
is, while authorized instances administered by RSS and
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Fig. 10. Latency of each root server measured from different vantage points (T: Telecom, U: Unicom, M: Mobile, E: Tencent, A: Alibaba, C:
CERNET). Root servers with domestic instances are marked with lighter backgrounds. The bold ISP indicates a high ratio (>90%) of queries
resolved domestically.

RSO fail to adequately serve a network, operators could
depend on self-initiated unauthorized instances to enhance
network performance. For the above situation, we recom-
mend considering methods that follow RFC recommenda-
tions to improve access to the RSS (e.g., running a local
root copy [95]) instead of relying on unauthorized instances.
(3) Maintainers of unauthorized instances should ensure a
proper operation and promptly troubleshoot operational is-
sues. This can be achieved by implementing real-time mon-
itoring and designing a series of test cases for unauthorized
instances. (4) Maintainers of unauthorized instances should
promptly update the DNS software and zone files from
the official source. Patches of the latest DNS software can
defend against known vulnerabilities, and timely updates
to the zone file can help avoid the risk of an outage. (5)
Maintainers of unauthorized instances should enable all
security mechanisms for root instances, such as DNSSEC
validation, according to the best practice adopted by autho-
rized instances.

We also make the following suggestions for improving
the catchment area of authorized instances: (1) For net-
works not covered by nearby instances’ catchment areas,
we recommend establishing BGP peering with the root
server networks, subject to political and commercial con-
siderations. (2) Root server operators and ISPs may take
these areas into prior consideration for future deployment of
authorized instances. (3) To inform operators about whether
their networks can be served, we recommend making BGP
peering information between ISPs and root servers trans-
parent (e.g., disclosing which networks host a root server or
peer with them). (4) For DNS community, while the status
of root servers has been extensively monitored, systems that
measure root servers from the resolvers’ perspective still
need to be developed.

6.3 Limitations
In Section 4, we utilized the naming conventions of au-
thorized instances as one of the metrics for detecting
unauthorized instances. We did not exhaustively verify the
assumption that all authorized instances adhere to these
naming conventions. It is also possible that an attacker
could circumvent our detection mechanism by mimicking
these naming conventions. However, apart from naming
conventions, we also leveraged the result of DNS traceroute,
which is challenging for attackers to forge. Besides, autho-
rized instances are constrained by the guidelines of RSS,
RSO, and RFC documentation [75], which typically makes
authorized instances exhibit consistent naming conventions.
Consequently, we consider that our methodology has re-
duced the occurrence of false positives and negatives.

The accuracy of geolocation data may also affect our
results. We mitigate the impact from three aspects. First,
we utilized the Maxmind database [66] for our research.
Maxmind is renowned and has been extensively used in
studies focusing on DNS security (e.g., [96], [97]). Second,
we ensured the use of the latest data available during our
experiments to follow changes in geolocation relationships.
Third, we verified the geolocation of our vantage points
against both the announcements from proxy vendors and
the Maxmind database, discarding any vantage point with
inconsistent geolocation labels. We believe the above con-
siderations have mitigated the impact of non-deterministic
geolocation.

7 RELATED WORK

DNS manipulation. DNS protocol is an attractive tar-
get of attackers since it lacks authentication and integrity
validation. Jones et al. [9] conducted a measurement of
unauthorized instances by leveraging query latency and
UDP traceroute. This method worked because the study
targeted B-Root, which wasn’t activated anycast eight
years ago [30]. Such a study also echoed our finding about
unauthorized instances in CERNET but did not further
investigate their characteristics and security issues. Besides,
a series of studies explored DNS manipulation through van-
tage points. Some of them took open resolvers as vantage
points [98], [99], while others utilized proxy networks [31],
[32] or measurement platforms [9]. Analyzing historical data
(e.g., passive DNS data) was also an effective method to
detect DNS hijacking [100], [101]. In this study, we con-
ducted an extensive measurement and analyzed both the
deployment and security issues of unauthorized instances
in the Chinese mainland.
DNS censorship. As a type of DNS manipulation, DNS
censorship has been investigated in different scopes. Some
researchers provided a global scope of DNS censorship
through worldwide measurement [32], [82], [99]. Numerous
studies also shed light on country-specific DNS censor-
ship, including China [42], [44], [45], [51], Russia [46], [47],
Italy [50], Pakistan [49], Iran [52], India [48], and Greece [83].

Prior studies have investigated the implementation and
characteristics of DNS censorship mechanisms. Unlike these
works, our study did not focus on dissecting or exploring
these features. Instead, we leveraged the features to measure
the catchment area of root instances. To our knowledge, this
approach is novel and has not been previously explored.
Performance of DNS roots. To understand the performance
of the RSS, researchers have devoted to investigating the
impact of uneven distribution of root instances on end-user
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query latency [19], [21] and evaluating effects of anycast
through examining DNS traffic and BGP data [13], [102],
[103], [104]. However, little has been done to understand
the catchment area of anycast instances behind root servers
or how their deployment and operation can be improved in
the future.
NS Selection of Recursive Software. A series of works
have examined how common DNS resolvers select and
query authoritative servers (nameservers instead of root
servers) [105], [106], [107]. Almost all have answered this
question by designing simulation experiments or inspecting
outgoing DNS queries. They concluded the majority of
implementations preferred authoritative servers with the
lowest latency, while others chose randomly. However, the
reasons remain unrevealed, as few provide source code
analysis.

8 CONCLUSION

This paper investigates the deployment issues of root server
instances in the Chinese mainland from a nationwide per-
spective. To conduct this study, we developed a measure-
ment platform to collect vantage points. We first focused
on unauthorized instances to identify their deployment
and associated security issues. In total, 54 vantage points
witnessed the evidence of unauthorized instances. Further-
more, 70.4% of these vantage points confirmed security
issues of unauthorized instances, including DoS, unavail-
ability of DNSSEC validation, and vulnerable DNS software.
Then, we examined the catchment area of authorized in-
stances in the Chinese mainland by leveraging side-channel
information provided by DNS censorship. We discovered
that some authorized instances were inaccessible from major
ISP networks due to the limitation of BGP routing policies.
We also evaluated the impact of domestic instances on
root server selection in recursive resolvers through software
analysis and measurement. Finally, we provided recommen-
dations for different entities. We believe multiple parties can
take action to improve the security and operational status of
the DNS root instances in China.
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